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Woodrow Wilson Bridge Project

• Dredging for Woodrow Wilson Bridge Project; 
south of Washington D.C. at Beltway.

• 500,000 CY of Material Placed To Date

• Both Mechanical & Hydraulic Placement Used

• Designated as “upland beneficial use” for 
agricultural conversion. 

Pre-dredge 
analyses were made 
from 18 composite 
core samples which 
revealed the 
material to silty, 
low in metals and 
organics, and 
presumably quite 
suitable for 
utilization as a soil 
in an upland 
environment.
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Woodrow Wilson Bridge

Woodrow Wilson Bridge

Shirley Plantation/Weanack

Overview of Woodrow Wilson Bridge (WWB) dredge spoil 
utilization area on Weanack Land LLP property adjacent to Shirley 
Plantation. The dredge spoils were transported by barge to the port 
facility shown in the middle of the photograph. 
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Woodrow Wilson Bridge

Woodrow Wilson Bridge 
(WWB) Placement Site

44 Acres Offload Facility 

James River

Sampling from 
zero-tension 
lysimeter @ 1 m.

Reclaimed (1980’s) 
sand and gravel 
mine.
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Permitting Framework

• Zero discharge facility; no water permits

• Former sand & gravel permit on roads 
and ponds was still active; avoided 
wetlands issues

• Virginia Pollution Abatement (VPA) 
for land application of solids/wastes.

Woodrow Wilson Bridge Project
Composites of every 
30,000 yards of inbound 
material were tested for 
acid-base account and a 
full suite of organics + 
inorganic contaminants.
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Reduced dredge spoils being placed in December 

2000 with  Shirley Plantation house in background.

Dewatered and oxidized materials one year 
after placement
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Initial Dredge Material Properties

pH P K Ca Mg Zn Mn Cu
----------mg/kg dilute acid extractable----------

6.9 21 55 2808 198 50 126 8.6

All values are “medium” to “high” for a standard 
Virginia Tech soil test result. 

 
Compost being added to test plots. Most rates were not this 
high! Raised area in background is containment dike. 
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Plots ready for corn establishment in April of 2002; wheat to left 
established previous fall directly on dredge with no compost.

 

Wheat harvest in June of 2002
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Table 4. Wheat yield estimated on 4 random strips on 
6/20/02 at Shirley Plantation/Weanack.

________________________________________________
Strip ID ---- Wheat Yield ----
Number bu/A kg/ha
SDS-1 30 36 1944
SDS-2 35 34 1836
SDS-3 36 24 1296
SDS-4 31 29 1566
________________________________________________

Soil boring and 
sampling locations 
in agricultural 
area of WWB 
basin in June of 
2005. This 
photograph was 
taken in 2002 and 
the original row-
crop experimental 
area can be seen at 
point B1. 
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Corn crop in 2003; stand was taller in 2002!

Corn yield in September 2002 and 2003  at Shirley      
Plantation/Weanack.
______________________________________________________

Treatment 2002   Yield 2003 Yield
Compost
Mg/ha bu/A kg/ha bu/A     kg/ha___

Check 187 a* 13,090 105 a 7350
56 226 a 15,820 113 a 7910
112 230 a 16,100 113 a 7910
224 197 a 13,790 117 a 8190
336 209 a 14,630 70 b 4900

_________________________________________________________
*Yields followed by different letters are significantly different 
at p < 0.05).
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Oxidation rind on 
chunk of polygon 
approximately 2 years 
after placement.

Soil profile described in 
April of 2002. Soil was well 
oxidized down to 
approximately 50 cm. 
Basically, this is pH 6.8, 
fertile silt loam topsoil that 
is equal or superior to any 
local native soils. 

Once permit restrictions are 
lifted, the owner anticipates 
being to sell this material as 
topsoil (> $10 per yard local 
value) and then potentially 
backfill the area again. 
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No net ground water quality effects have been observed over the 
five year baseline to current monitoring regime. No surface 
water releases have occurred. 

CONCLUSIONS

Upland placement of dredge materials 
over old sand and gravel mines can 
be an outstanding opportunity to 
improve soil quality and generate 
profit for local mined land owners. 
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CONCLUSIONS

In-bound dredge spoil quality needs to 
be assured before permitting and 
confirmed during placement. The 
outstanding results shown here 
would not have occurred with salt 
water/saline materials and/or highly 
contaminated or mucky materials. 

CONCLUSIONS

From a narrow standpoint of bulk soil 
chemical properties and fertility, these 
newly developed soils are outstanding 
and actually superior to most native 
agricultural soils. 
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James River Basin Potential DM Placement Sites

• Other Sites in the James River Basin Have Also 
Experienced Past Mining

• Land Reclamation is Attractive Opportunity for 
Landowners

• Capacity for Up to 80 Million CY at a Variety of 
Sites

• Beneficial Reuse
– Agriculture
– Wetlands Restoration


